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In order to allow companies to reflect the economic 

substance of transactions in timely manner and to 

ensure companies’ profits are determined in 

accordance with arm’s length transfer pricing principle 

and bear reasonable tax burden, the Ministry of 

Finance(“MOF”) has released the tax ruling “One-time 

Transfer Pricing Adjustment Rules” on November 15, 

2019, where companies that engage in controlled 

transactions, in the occurrence of non-controllable 

market conditions or environmental factors, and where 

the companies have met relevant requirements and 

paid relevant taxes and fees, may perform one-time 

transfer pricing adjustment before the end of fiscal 

year. 

Taking the companies with calendar year for 

illustration, the important dates, relevant taxes and 

fees for companies which perform one-time TP 

adjustment for fiscal year 2020 are summarized as 

below:

Relevant taxes, fees and disclosure deadlines

Transaction on import of goods

Customs duty: Upon importation of goods, the 

import declaration form shall be noted that it is 

subject to “one-time TP adjustment”, and apply for 

release of goods after payment of deposit based on 

the estimated price in the proforma invoice. Within 

one month after fiscal year end, submit application 

form to the customs authority along with relevant

supporting documents, and the customs authority 

will assess the customs value according to relevant 

regulation.

‒ VAT: To be paid in conjunction with customs duty, 

and to pay/refund by the customs authority after 

assessment of customs value.

‒ Commodity tax: To be paid in conjunction with 

customs duty, and to pay/refund by the customs 

authority after assessment of customs value. 

Transactions other than import of goods

‒ VAT: To be filed together with the sales amount, 

VAT payable or VAT refundable during the last 

filing period of the fiscal year with the local tax 

authority.

‒ Commodity tax: To be filed together with the 

amount of tax payable of last release of goods from 

the factory during the fiscal year with the local tax 

authority. 

‒ Withholding tax: To pay or refund tax withheld in 

accordance with the Income Tax Act.

Information to be disclosed during filing of annual tax 

return

The MOF has announced the format of FY2020 annual 

tax return form, where a new section and form has 

been added for companies which perform one-time TP 

adjustment to disclose relevant information as 

summarized below:

Information to be disclosed

Other than the total amount of one-time TP 

adjustments to be made during the fiscal year, the 

following information should also be disclosed in
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accordance with parties engaged in the controlled transactions:

‒ Transaction type

‒ Transaction price before and after adjustment

‒ Total amount of adjustment

‒ Relevant accounts regarding the adjustment

‒ Reasons of making the adjustment

Information to be declared

‒ Prior to conducting controlled transactions, written agreement (with transaction terms and factors affecting price) 

shall be in place, where relevant account receivables/payables shall also be recorded.

‒ Counterparties involved in controlled transactions should also perform the corresponding adjustment 

simultaneously. All relevant taxes and fees have been paid in accordance with the regulations.

The aforementioned relevant taxes and fees include but not limited to: customs duties and relevant taxes levied by 

the customs authority (for transaction on import of goods); VAT, commodity tax and income taxes, including 

withholding tax (for transactions other than import of goods).

Documents to be submitted

During the filing of annual tax return for the relevant fiscal year, the company should also submit a copy of 

agreement, supporting document regarding the corresponding adjustments being made by the related parties and 

relevant supporting documents for the tax adjustments made.

Important dates when performing one-time TP adjustment

Prior to conduct of controlled transactions

Transfer pricing policy and relevant documentation to be prepared prior to conduct of controlled transactions (taking into 

consideration of factors affecting transaction price)

Before fiscal year end

‒ Clarify the reasons of not achieving targeted result

‒ Ensure the amount of envisaged one-time TP adjustment

‒ Filing of VAT and commodity tax

Corporate income tax filling deadline/Customs final assessment

‒ Companies shall voluntarily disclose relevant information regarding the TP adjustment in accordance with the 

prescribed format in the annual tax return.

‒ The customs authority shall complete the assessment within 4 months from the day of receiving application

Upon importation of goods

To indicate that the import declaration form is subject to “one-time TP adjustment”, and apply for release of goods after 

payment of deposit based on the estimated price in the proforma invoice.

Within one month after fiscal year end

To submit application form to the customs authority along with relevant supporting documents. The customs authority 

will assess the customs value according to relevant regulation.

If additional time is required due to complexity of cases, the customs  authority can extend the assessment period for 

once for up to additional 2 months.

4 months

2 months

Starting from 2020

1st January

31st December

2021

31st January

31st May
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The implementation of the one-time TP adjustment 

rules has defined  the basis of compliance procedures 

for adjustments relating to transfer pricing. This has 

provided another option for companies who are 

unable to reflect their transfer prices in timely manner 

due to fluctuations in the market or environmental 

factors, to perform reasonable allocation of profits 

between related companies during the evaluation of 

transfer pricing strategy, which ensures the related 

parties’ profits are determined in accordance with the 

arm’s length transfer pricing principle and bear 

relevant tax burden in accordance with the regulations 

and reduce the risks of double taxation within the 

group.

In addition, companies that perform one-time TP 

adjustment are not exempted from tax investigation 

on a transfer pricing audit during the filing of annual 

tax return. In the case of tax investigation and any 

cases of non-conformity of arm’s length principle, the 

tax authority will still assess according to the arm’s 

length principle and perform relevant tax adjustments. 

Nevertheless, the relevant taxes which have been 

adjusted and paid due to the one-time TP adjustment 

can not be applied to the customs authority or 

competent authority for subsequent correction. Hence, 

it is suggested that companies that perform one-time 

TP adjustment shall evaluate the costs and benefits of 

performing the one-time TP adjustments to achieve 

the overall tax burden considered by assessing the 

arm’s length profit allocation wisely, reach a 

consensus on factors that may affect the transfer price 

between the parties engaged in the controlled 

transactions and prepare reasonable supporting 

documents regarding the adjustments, and be aware 

of any other impact of relevant taxes and fees that may 

incur.
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